To better plan their programs, producers of performing arts events require forecasting models that relate ticket sales to the multiple features of a program. The framework we develop, test and implement uncovers audience preferences for the features of an event program from single-ticket sales while accounting for interactions among program features and for preference heterogeneity across markets. We develop a factor-analytic random-coefficients model that overcomes four major methodological challenges. First, the historical data available from each market is limited, preventing the estimation of models at the market level and requiring some form of shrinkage estimator that also takes into account the diversity in preferences across markets as well as the fact that preferences for the many (26 in our application) program features are correlated across markets, requiring the estimation of a large covariance matrix for these preferences across markets. Our proposed factor-analytic regression formulation parsimoniously captures the principal components of the correlated preferences and provides shrinkage estimates at the individual market level. The second challenge we face is the fact that orchestras differ on how they sell season subscriptions, leading to substantial unobserved effects on ticket sales across orchestras; an added benefit of our random-coefficients approach is that it incorporates a random effect that captures any shift in the dependent variable caused by unobservable factors across all events in each individual market, such as the unobservable effect of season subscriptions on single-ticket sales. The third methodological challenge is that program features are likely to interact requiring the estimation of a large set of pair-wise interactions. We solve this problem by mapping the interactions on a reduced space, arriving at a more parsimonious model formulation. The fourth methodological challenge relates to implementation of the model results beyond the relatively small sample of markets for which historical data were available. To overcome this limitation, we demonstrate how our model can be applied to markets not included in our sample, first using only managerial insight regarding the similarity between the focal market and the ones in our sample and by updating this subjective prior as ticket sales data become available.
Introduction
In 2007, not-for-profit performing arts organizations in the United States garnered revenues of $5.6 billion, of which private and government contributions accounted for approximately two-thirds (NFAH, 2011) . Highly dependent upon governmental and corporate support, these organizations must balance adherence to their mission statements with a difficult financial reality. Music ensembles, opera companies, independent theater companies, and dance companies must plan their performance offerings to meet organizational goals, such as providing community education, continuing a classical tradition, and promoting a new repertoire. At the same time, their "product" must satisfy attendees as well as donors. Managers of these organizations must sometimes consider demand when making programming decisions to remain financially viable. Attention to demand is becoming even more important as financial support from government and corporations become scarcer.
Symphony orchestras offer a typical example. As in other non-profit arts organizations, ticket revenue accounts for approximately one-third of an average symphony orchestra's gross receipts (LOAO, 2001 (LOAO, -2006 . Solid ticket sales are therefore a crucial component of any orchestra's financial health. However, assembling a concert season only from popular standard repertoire and film score excerpts would be contrary to the mission statements of most orchestras. The use of statistical methods to more accurately determine the financial ramifications of programming decisions would provide a way of making wiser decisions regarding the concert revenue portion of the budget, enabling music directors to make more adventurous programming choices. Several studies have confirmed the effectiveness of quantitative techniques when applied to forecasting for performing arts events (e.g., Bennett, 2002; Weinberg and Schachmut, 1978 ). Yet, American orchestras are far behind the for-profit sector in adopting analytical techniques for optimizing ticket sales. One reason for this fact may be that orchestra marketing directors are sometimes lacking in the sufficient musical background to plan a financially viable season, while music directors' programming decisions are often informed more by a sense of musical heritage than by any true awareness of the subtleties of audience preferences. Orchestra boards are understandably reluctant to treat "high art" like a consumer product because a slavish attention to market factors would be antithetical to the mission statements of these organizations. However, when implemented in full consideration of these artistic aims, certain methods of econometric modeling could enhance the financial stability of these organizations. As Stephen Belth, Executive Director of the Long Island Philharmonic explains, "If one accepts that concerts should be well attended, and in light of current audience patterns, orchestra organizations must explore every means available to improve long-term attendance of the concert-going public" (Belth, 1999) .
Although the task of an orchestra's marketing director is to promote concert events as they are planned by the music director, in actuality, programming decisions are not made by the music director alone. If forecasting tools were made available to a marketing director, perhaps incorporating the orchestra's own historical data, he or she could play a more relevant role in the programming process, helping to fine-tune the season's offerings to achieve a balance between the orchestra's educational and cultural obligations to its community and its own financial wellbeing. One of the roles of the executive director should be to facilitate the inclusion of the marketing director's contributions in the music director's final programming decisions to enhance program appeal to the target audience.
The performing arts have received limited attention in the forecasting literature. Past efforts to build ticket sales forecasting models for performing arts organizations are relatively few in number, and no sources were found in the literature that attempted to model ticket sales for orchestras in particular. Weinberg and Schachmut (1978) developed a practical planning model called "Arts Plan" that used dummy variable regression analysis to predict attendance at a series of music and dance events by taking into account seasonality, product variation, day of performance, number of performances, popularity of offering, and year. In a subsequent article, Weinberg (1986) published a revision of the Arts Plan model which addressed how accuracy might be improved by a manager's knowledge-based modification to a forecast that was based solely on historical data.
In their study modeling Broadway show attendance, Reddy, Swaminathan, and Motley (1998) reported the significance of newspaper reviews, previews, advertising, high-profile actors, and longevity. They found, however, that attendance was relatively price inelastic, echoing similar findings by previous studies of orchestra attendance (e.g., Currim, Weinberg, & Wittink, 1981) . Putler and Lele's model (2003) considered market size and venue capacity, and included subjective variables for the number of potential customers and promotional effort, as well as dummy variables for features such as day of week, season, the existence of a competing event, and the "difficulty" of the presentation. In the application of their model to a series of theater productions, the marketing director used model estimates to adjust her own expectations of how each production should be marketed and scheduled. Their model takes into account the number of events in a "run" as well as the possibility of a "sellout," a factor that has not been taken into account in other forecasting models for the performing arts.
Our study differs from previous forecasting models for the performing arts in two important ways. First, our main focus is on understanding how audiences from different orchestral performances respond to the many features of the program for each of multiple concerts, along with their interactions. While previous forecasting models for the performing arts have considered some program features such as show type, lead performer (Reddy et al., 1998) , play type, plot complexity, and social issues addressed (Putler & Lele, 2003) , these studies focused on the main effects of a limited number of program features on a single audience or market. In contrast, our proposed model considers potential synergies or negative interactions among the multiple features of a concert program, while also accounting for the fact that different orchestras cater to different audiences, possibly with distinct preferences for certain features of a concert program. Second, because our main interest is in understanding how audiences in different markets react to multiple features of concert programs, we will investigate audience preferences as indicated by single-ticket sales.
Our task presents four major methodological challenges. First, most symphony orchestras in the US have limited historical concert data, which prevents the reliable construction of statistical models at the orchestra level. Therefore, one must leverage available data from all orchestras in the US market. However, the audiences and their preferences for different orchestras are quite distinct, thus requiring a model that accounts for unobserved heterogeneity across audiences using a random-coefficients formulation (Swamy, 1970) , a compromise between aggregate and orchestra-level estimation. Unfortunately, preferences for the many (26 in our application) program features are most likely correlated across audiences, requiring the estimation of a large covariance matrix, which would render the typical econometric model over-parameterized for the limited data available. We tackle this particular challenge by capturing the principal components of this large covariance matrix with a formulation that is parsimonious, and therefore more robust for predictions.
Another methodological challenge in uncovering programming preferences for different audiences from ticket sales is the fact that concerts are attended by both single ticket buyers and season subscribers. Furthermore, for many of the orchestras, subscriptions are either unavailable or cannot be directly apportioned to individual events because season subscribers either buy pre-set bundles of events or are granted access to a certain number of events. The fact that orchestras differ in their reliance on subscription sales is likely to create a bias in the estimates of audience preference for program features, unless these (and other) systematic differences across orchestras are taken into account. Our model framework accounts for differences across orchestras through a random-effects formulation which captures the impact of unobservable factors on each market's sales response, such as the fact that these markets differ on the capacity of their venues, and on the percentage of total venue occupancy represented by single-ticket sales.
The third methodological challenge we overcome with our proposed framework is that program features are likely to interact, so that pairing certain program features leads to a concert that is more (or less) attractive than the mere sum of its parts. For example, a guest soloist who is known for his interpretations of the Rachmaninoff Piano Concertos would attract more spectators when performing Rachmaninoff rather than Mozart. The bundling of program features such as soloists, repertoire, and conductor is of great concern to music and marketing directors. Interaction effects have largely been ignored in previous performing arts forecasting models. These feature interactions pose a similar methodological challenge as discussed above because they would require the estimation of a large set (19 × 18/2 = 171 in our application) of pair-wise interactions, rendering the model over-parameterized and thereby less stable for forecasting purposes. We solve this problem by mapping the interactions on a reduced space, arriving at a more parsimonious model formulation.
The final methodological challenge relates to implementation of the model results. Our sample covers only 47 venues for symphony orchestras. While this sample is representative of symphony orchestras in the US, it includes less than 15% of all professional orchestras in the US (LOAO, 2010), which would limit the direct application of our empirical results to only these 47 venues. In other words, while our results are individually valid for each of the sampled orchestras (as we demonstrate in our predictive validity tests) and generalizable for the population of orchestras, a program director for an orchestra not included in our sample would also want to benefit from insights regarding its own audience, when planning a concert program for his/her orchestra, which requires extrapolation of these results beyond the sample used in our study. To overcome this limitation, we demonstrate how our model can be applied by the music and/or marketing director of an orchestra not included in our sample, first by using managerial insight regarding the similarity between his/her orchestra and the ones included in our sample and later, by updating this subjective estimation as ticket sales data become available for new concerts performed by his/her particular orchestra. With this valuable feature, our model can be used to produce customized insights for other orchestras beyond those we analyzed, as long as its managers can see some similarity between their market and the 47 markets we studied, and/or have sales and program data to tailor our model to their particular market.
In the next section we develop and describe a model that attempts to overcome these four main methodological challenges in uncovering audience preferences revealed through ticket sales. This is followed by a description of our data and the application of the proposed model to them, along with a discussion of the results, predictive validity tests, and implementation issues.
Modeling audience preferences for program features revealed through concert attendance
Our primary goal in developing our model is to use ticket sales to uncover audience preferences for program features so the results can aid orchestra music and marketing directors in the development of concert programs that achieve their cultural and marketing goals. We fit the model using single-ticket sales as an indicator of audience preferences and test its predictive validity on hold-out forecasts.
As discussed previously, the sample data available from many of the orchestras are limited relative to the large number of features (and pairwise interactions) that must be considered to render the model managerially useful. Moreover, there are several unobservable factors that are idiosyncratic to specific audiences/markets (e.g., season subscriptions, venue size and market potential) that shift observed sales and could lead to biased aggregate estimates of audience response to concert features. For this reason, we must reach a compromise between aggregate (across orchestras) and individual (specific to each orchestra) estimation, which can be achieved with a random-coefficients regression (Swamy, 1970) . However, a simple random-coefficients regression that assumes independent random coefficients would be overly simplistic because preferences for program features are most likely correlated across markets, and might also be correlated with unobservable orchestra effects that are captured by the random intercept. On the other hand, as discussed earlier, a full-covariance model would require the estimation of a large number of parameters for the covariance of the random coefficients alone. Again, we reach another compromise between model flexibility and parsimony by capturing the first P principal components (determined empirically) of the covariance among the random regression coefficients (including the intercept), which leads to a more parsimonious and robust formulation. With these considerations in mind, we define our regression model as
where:
• y it = ticket sales on concert t by orchestra i • x itk = feature k of the program for concert t by orchestra i, which includes a unit vector to capture orchestra-level intercepts • β k = average (across orchestras) regression coefficient for feature k (including intercepts, estimated as random effects) • z ip = score of orchestra i on latent dimension p, independent distributed N(0,1) • λ kp = weight for feature k on latent dimension p • θ kk ′ = coefficient capturing the pair-wise interaction between program features k and k′ • e it = independent distributed random error ∼ N(0,σ) .
The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) shows the principal-components decomposition of the random regression coefficients, where the response coefficient for a specific orchestra i on a program feature k is given by β k + ∑ p = 1 P λ kp z ip . Note that these random coefficients include a random-effect (intercept) coefficient for each orchestra, which captures the effects of all factors affecting sales that are unobservable at the audience/market level, such as the fact that orchestras differ on the (unobservable) way they handle season subscriptions. Because the latent scores z are independent standardized normals, the covariance between the random regression coefficients for features k and k′ is given by
, thereby allowing us to capture K(K + 1)/2 covariance terms with a set of K * P parameters and maintain parsimony as long as the number of dimensions P is smaller than the number of program features K. Notice that we allow for heterogeneity across markets not only in their response to the program features but also in the intercept. This heterogeneity in the intercept is critical to capturing any unobserved effects that are unique to each market. For example, each of the symphony orchestras in our sample (with the exception of four) performs in a single venue, and these venues vary in size across markets. This variation in venue size, along with differences in potential audiences across markets can inject bias into the estimated response coefficients unless they are taken into account, which is accomplished in our model via the random effects.
The second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) captures the possible pair-wise interactions among the K program features. As they are specified in Eq. (1) these interactions require the estimation of K(K−1)/2 pair-wise θ KK ′ , rendering the model over-parameterized for the available data. For this reason, we use another form of space reduction to map the K(K − 1)/2 interactions into a smaller set of K * Q coordinates on Q dimensions (to be determined empirically),
with λ kq =0ifq > k for identification purposes. Notice that we assume homogeneity in the effect of feature interactions on preferences. We do this for two main reasons. First, we assume that interactions are intrinsic to the concert features, and therefore less affected by preferences. In other words, featuring Yo-Yo Ma playing the piano, rather than the cello would seem odd, regardless of the patrons' preferences for the performer or the instruments. Second, we assume homogeneity for practical reasons because estimating random coefficients for all pairwise interactions would lead to a much larger and less feasible set of parameters to be estimated, thereby rendering the model over-parameterized and unstable for forecasting purposes.
Model estimation
Estimation of the proposed model is relatively simple, requiring the combination of the well-known Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) with non-linear least squares estimation in the M-step (for the estimation of the interactions in Eq. (2)). In the M-step, the latent scores z i are treated as missing values and replaced by their expectation from the E-step (described next). The model parameters Θ = {β, λ, δ, σ 2 } can then be estimated by minimizing the sum of squared errors across orchestras and concerts
which we obtain via standard non-linear least-squares estimation.
In the E-step, the p-dimensional latent scores z i for each orchestra i are obtained, based on the current parameter estimates from the M-step (Eq. (3)), from the following steps:
1. Obtain M draws of p-dimensional vectors of independent and identically distributed (I.I.D.) standard normals v m , m =1, 2,…, M using a randomized Halton sequence to best approximate the I.I.D. normal distribution (Train, 2003) . 2. For each of the M draws v m , compute the conditional likelihood for each observation {y it , X it }, given the current parameter estimates Θ = {β, λ, δ, σ 2 }, by replacing the unknown heterogeneity factor scores z i by v m .
and v mp is one of the I.I.D. random draws on dimension p.
3. Compute new estimates of the heterogeneity and non-stationary factor scores
The expectation and maximization steps described above are repeated until the parameters from the current M-step are reasonably close to those obtained in the previous cycle. The dimensions of the two reduced spaces (P, capturing heterogeneity in preferences across markets, and Q, capturing interactions among program features) are determined empirically by fitting the model with different values of P and Q and comparing their expected predictive fits via the Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz, 1978) or Akaike's Consistent Information Criterion.
Implications of the model
Because the proposed model is basically a random-coefficients regression, albeit with a factor structure in the random coefficients and with homogeneous feature interactions, it produces estimates both at the aggregate and orchestra levels. The parameter β k captures the average preference across all markets for the program feature k, including the intercept. However, the model also accounts for the fact that program features interact, allowing for the possibility that combinations of program features might produce results that are greater than the individual contributions of each feature, while other combinations might interact negatively. The total aggregate appeal of a particular program, as defined by the features X ¼ x k ; k ¼ 1; 2; …; K f g , can be computed from the model estimates (B, Δ) as
Most importantly, if the music or marketing director for a specific orchestra i with factor scores Z i (obtained during model calibration) wants to know how the same program might work on her particular audience, the audience-specific appeal can be computed as
Note that the results in Eq. (5) pertain to a specific audience for orchestra i, thereby taking into account the idiosyncratic preferences in that particular market, but utilizing information from all other markets through shrinkage estimation, which is accomplished by the factor loadings (λ) estimated across all markets and the factor scores z i obtained for that specific market.
It is important to note that the audience/market-level effects in Eq. (5) include an intercept for market/audience i, which captures the effects of unobservable factors affecting ticket sales for all events for market/audience i. Such factors include the fact that orchestras differ in the (unobservable) way they handle season subscriptions, their venue capacity, and market potential. These unobservable differences across orchestras are captured in the random intercept which, in our factor-analytic formulation, is also allowed to correlate with the observable features of the concerts offered by the orchestra. We believe this feature of the proposed model is particularly important because problems in measuring the dependent variable lead to unobservable differences across orchestras, which must be taken into account for a better assessment of audience preferences. Our proposed formulation accounts for these unobservable differences through random intercepts across orchestras.
Empirical illustration
We illustrate and test our proposed model using data collected for 47 symphony orchestra markets in the United States. These orchestras were among those included in the American Symphony Orchestra League's 2004 League's -2005 Orchestral Repertoire Report. At that time, only orchestras with budgets of more than $1.7 million were included. No subscription ticket data were included, nor were data for complimentary or reduced-rate tickets. Because subscription ticket sales are handled in different ways by each orchestra and are not easily assigned to individual events (and consequently to programming decisions for each concert), our model focuses solely on single-ticket sales. Although orchestras are traditionally dependent on a strong subscriber base, this focus on single-ticket sales also responds to a recent trend toward higher single-ticket sales and lower season subscriptions. Furthermore, some scholars (Johnson & Garbarino, 2001 ) have argued that the costs of retaining and renewing subscriptions outpace the transaction costs of single tickets, and that successful organizations with too many subscribers may lose revenue on seats that are not sold for the optimal price.
Obviously, because orchestras differ on their reliance on season subscriptions, omission of this and other orchestra-level factors will shift the dependent variable for each orchestra in an unobservable fashion, leading to biased estimates of the sales-response model unless these potential biases are accounted for. However, as described previously (Eq. (5)), our modeling framework directly incorporates adjustments for unobservable differences across orchestras via a random-effects formulation, thereby accounting for these unobserved disparities between orchestras. One especially important and useful feature, given the substantial unobserved differences across markets, is the fact that the proposed modeling framework accounts for these unobservable effects through random-effects across orchestras (which are also allowed to correlate with responses to observable concert features).
Participating orchestras provided all available single-ticket data, usually several seasons' worth, ranging from 23 concerts on one extreme to 619 concerts at the other, with an average of 110 concerts per orchestra. We also collected data from one orchestra that provided only 15 events, which we used for an out-of-sample illustration, further demonstrating how the results from our sample of 47 orchestras can be generalized for an orchestra not included in our sample.
The dependent variable for our model is log(occupancy), where occupancy is defined as the number of single tickets divided by the venue capacity.
2 We chose to define our dependent variable as venueoccupancy attributed to single tickets for two main reasons. First, almost all the orchestras in our sample performed in a single venue. Four exceptions performed in two venues, in which case the secondary venue was reserved for distinct programs, such as chamber music. Each of these four exceptions was split into two unique markets. Because each orchestra is uniquely associated with a single venue, differences in venue size are directly captured by the random effect, as discussed earlier, thereby justifying the use of occupancy as the dependent variable. Second, we did not have access to the number or proportion of seats taken by season subscribers in each concert, which we believe varies across orchestras. This is also captured by the random intercepts because we define our dependent variable as the proportion of seats occupied by single-ticket buyers. Although it would have been desirable to include the number of season tickets assigned to each concert in our dependent variable, this information, along with complimentary or reduced-price tickets, was not available to us. We see this lack not only as a data limitation but also as a practical problem that makes our random-effects formulation particularly valuable in this illustration because it accounts for unobservable differences across orchestras. We constructed the following dummy variables for use as predictors in the model: Based on discussions with orchestra marketing directors, we ascertained that seasonality was a relevant factor in ticket sales. To preserve parsimony, we categorized each concert into one of four "seasons" rather than into months with November-December used as the basis. To compile a list of star soloists, we aggregated the Billboard data from 1977 to 2005 (the top fifteen albums of each month's report). Soloists who appeared more than 6 times in the Top Classical Albums (Billboard, 2005a) charts in the twenty years prior to a given concert were considered "star soloists," as were soloists who appeared more than 6 times in the Top Crossover Classical Albums (Billboard, 2005b) charts in the ten years prior to a given concert. Because some famous soloists focus more on live performances than on recording, we also included a variable to indicate if a concert program featured a soloist who made 20 or more "appearances" in the sampled data. Some conductors are especially popular and draw large audiences when they are in town (e.g., Michael Tilson Thomas in San Francisco); conversely, some conductors are famous enough that they will attract a large audience when they guest conduct (e.g., most recently Gustavo Dudamel). We attempted to capture this effect with a "guest conductor" variable.
The works being performed play a large role in most concertgoers' decisions to attend (John & Knight Foundation, 2003, Table B1 ). Because only 6% of potential classical consumers consider themselves "very knowledgeable" about classical music (50% call themselves "not very knowledgeable"), and because concerts with familiar music are preferred, it follows that there is a small collection of musical works that would significantly increase revenue and attendance if included on a program. We expected that concert programs which include better-known works would have a strong tendency to attract bigger audiences and that the "popularity" of a given work would have a stronger positive correlation with ticket revenue than any other repertoirerelated criterion (e.g., nationality, composer, genre). For this reason we established the categories "most popular" and "other popular." Because six in ten orchestra ticket buyers listen to classical music on the radio daily or several times a week, we used a review of eight "classical countdown" lists assembled by various radio stations nationwide (as of April 2006) to determine the prevailing tastes of concertgoers. Works that were in the top 28 of all eight lists were deemed "most popular," and works which were in the top 28 of at least two (but no more than seven) of the lists were assigned to the "other popular" category. Choral works are known to draw bigger audiences, even if they were not "popular," so we established a separate choral work category. Works in this category did not include "popular" works, which were already slotted to the "most popular" and "other popular" categories.
In a recent study, of the 43% of potential classical consumers who indicated that they had a favorite composer, 23% named Beethoven, 23% Mozart, 15% Bach, 9% Tchaikovsky, and 4% Chopin (John & Knight Foundation, 2003) . While the tastes of actual concertgoers are almost certainly more diverse, these data suggest that the inclusion of music by certain renowned composers on a particular program would increase both attendance and revenue. This is also substantiated by the fact that people tend to prefer music with which they are somewhat familiar (John & Knight Foundation, 2003) . Therefore, because the works of Mozart, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Brahms, Richard Strauss, and Prokofiev were sufficiently represented in the data, their works were assigned their own dummy variables. Popular works, however, were excluded from these categories (for example, for the purposes of our study, Beethoven's Ninth Symphony was considered a "Most Popular" work rather than a work by Beethoven). Works by other composers were categorized by era. Pre-Romantic composers include those born before 1800, Romantic composers include those born between 1800 and 1849, Late Romantic composers include those born between 1850 and 1873, Turn-of-the-Century composers include those born between 1873 and 1899, Twentieth Century composers include composers who were born in the Twentieth Century who are no longer alive, and Contemporary ("Alive") composers include all living composers. Several less commonly found subcategories (music of Igor Stravinsky and Maurice Ravel, and music of Twentieth Century American composers) are omitted from the categorization and comprise the default value. Table 1 presents summary statistics for all the variables used in our study.
We constructed a "Quality-Adjusted Price" measure from the inflation-adjusted average ticket price for each concert. This calculation was performed to account for the fact that prices might be endogenously determined based on program costs. For example, a program featuring a star soloist such as Yo-Yo Ma or a commissioned piece by a contemporary composer will have higher costs, and might also be more appealing to the audience. Therefore, the marketing directors may wish to recover the higher costs with higher than average ticket prices for the event.
To the best of our knowledge, this potential endogeneity has been ignored in the past marketing literature in the performing arts, which may explain the low price elasticities reported in those studies. To adjust prices for programming quality, we ran the regression reported in Table 2 across all events and for all orchestras, and utilized the regression residuals as the quality-adjusted prices, assuming that the cost structure for these program features is common across orchestras. Notice that we only adjusted prices for features that are directly related to program content, while the sales model (to be discussed later) was estimated on all event features, which ensures the identification of both models. As one would expect, star soloist and soloist with more than 20 concerts show a positive and statistically significant coefficient indicating that these features tend to be offered at higher prices across orchestras. Featuring a guest conductor was not found to positively affect ticket prices, while the inclusion of popular pieces tended to have a negative effect on ticket prices, most likely because these pieces are associated with regular events sold at normal (lower) average ticket prices. Most importantly, the residuals from this hedonic price regression provide a more valid measure of ticket prices that is adjusted for the extra cost associated with special features.
Another potential form of endogeneity or source of supply-side effects is the possibility that program/music directors might build and schedule programs to best match the expected audiences to optimally occupy their venue. Although this calculation is possible in theory, requiring a simultaneous supply/demand model across all orchestras and concerts with the proper instruments to disentangle the two sides, in practice, program/music directors operate under numerous unobservable (to the researcher) constraints. For example, some orchestras do not own their venues, in which case venue availability is of primary importance. The availability of an orchestra's music director is also paramount. In some cases, orchestras need to alternate their regular season Classical subscription series with a Pops series, which means that the availability of the Pops conductor and the Pops performers must be taken into account as well. Smaller and mid-size orchestras are often required to contract their performers on a weekly or per-service basis, further limiting scheduling flexibility. In many smaller and mid-size markets, orchestral players perform and rehearse with other orchestras in neighboring cities (e.g., Portland, ME and Providence, RI). Particular star soloists who are in demand may or may not be available on a particular date, and their inclusion in the calendar will also affect the other components of the program. Given these and other complexities, as well as the practical difficulties in finding proper and relevant instruments, we leave a more comprehensive demand/supply equilibrium model for future research. It should be noted, however, that we estimate individual orchestra effects via the random-coefficients formulation, which captures any endogeneity bias at the orchestra level. 
. Empirical results
To test for the predictive validity of our proposed model, we held out data from the last five concerts from each of the 47 orchestras in our calibration sample so we could compare the forecasts with actual ticket sales for these five future concerts in true step-ahead forecasts. To demonstrate how the results can be generalized beyond our sample of orchestras, we held out the data from one of the smaller orchestras, so that the results obtained from the other 47 orchestras could be used to produce out-of-sample predictions for the orchestra that was excluded from the calibration sample.
As we discussed previously, the proposed model allows for a flexible accounting of heterogeneity in preferences for program features across audiences, and also of the interactions among program features, while maintaining parsimony by capturing the principal components of the covariance matrix of random preferences and by space reduction of the pair-wise interactions. However, this parsimony is determined by the choice of dimensions to account for heterogeneity and interactions. To guide our decisions for each dimension, we fit the proposed model under various configurations. Several fit statistics are reported in Table 3 . Table 3 compares the fit for the aggregate model ignoring differences across audiences without interactions (first column) and with interactions mapped onto one or two dimensions (next two columns). As one would expect, there is a small improvement in fit by 3 We also ran a fixed-effects model as an alternative approach to handle endogeneity. We obtained fixed effects that are statistically indistinguishable from the individual-level estimates obtained with our formulation, which supports our model specification. 21.2% to 23.9% and 24.6%. This is confirmed by Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC), but not by the Consistent AIC (CAIC), which imposes a more stringent penalty for extra parameters, proportional to the logarithm of the sample size. The improvement in expected predictive performance by allowing for heterogeneity in preferences across audiences is quite clear, particularly for the models with one and two latent factors, in which all indicators favor the more complex formulation. However, the CAIC suggests that the 3-factor solution is over-parameterized, relative to the two-dimensional factor model. In other words, the CAIC criterion indicates that adding more parameters to capture unobserved heterogeneity (i.e., adding more complexity to the covariance matrix of the random coefficients) would cost more, in terms of complexity, than it is worth in terms of predictive fit. In the extreme case, a full specification of the covariance matrix would lead to an even more overparameterized model (our attempts to estimate this fully saturated model failed to converge). The AIC criterion suggests that the modeling of feature interactions would improve predictive performance, while the more stringent CAIC does not support the inclusion of these interactions. Because the interactions between program features provide potentially valuable insights to music and marketing directors, we will report the detailed results for the complete model with two latent-factors for audience heterogeneity and two dimensions capturing feature interactions. Later, we will compare the forecasting performance for all versions of the model listed in Table 3 .
One potentially important consideration ignored by our model and implemented here, is that if the same type of concert is played over and over again at the same venue, there is likely to be a saturation effect in the sense that attendance will go down. To test the demand-side implication of this phenomenon, we expanded the model with variables representing saturation effects (Van Oest, van Heerde, & Dekimpe, 2010). We did this by adding a lagged binary variable indicating whether the same feature was offered in either of the past two previous concerts in the same venue, creating 18 additional binary predictors for each feature of the concert program (other than scheduling and price). However, this inclusion represented a heavy burden in terms of additional parameters to be estimated (54 additional parameters for a 2-dimensional heterogeneity map, assuming that the saturation effects do not interact). A model comparison in terms of expected predictive validity (measured by CAIC) clearly showed that incorporating the 18 additional saturation predictors led to an over-parameterized model. In other words, the additional predictors did improve fit (as one should expect), but the loss of degrees of freedom was not justified by the improvement in fit, therefore jeopardizing the (predictive) validity of the extended model. 4 We took these results as indication that preference saturation is not a major limitation to attendance in our particular application. Table 4 shows the parameter estimates for the complete model with two latent factors accounting for heterogeneity in preferences across audiences and two dimensions capturing the interactions among program features, where parameters that are statistically significant at p b 0.01 are marked in bold characters. For a more intuitive interpretation of the typical effect of program features on single-ticket occupancy, we report in Table 5 the expected average percentage changes in single-ticket occupancy in response to a 10% reduction in qualityadjusted price and with the inclusion of each of the other program features across all orchestras and concerts.
As one would expect, on average (shown in the first column) all markets respond positively to Star Soloist, Most Pop Piece, Other Pop Piece, and Choral, while responding negatively to prices (after correcting for program content). On average, audiences also respond positively to Mozart pieces that are not among the most popular, but respond negatively to less popular works -and works by lesser-known or less popular composers -from the Pre-Romantic, Romantic, Late Romantic and 20th Century periods. For example, the inclusion of masterworks such as Dvořák's Eighth Symphony and Sibelius' Violin Concerto, both of which were among the most frequently performed works in the 2005-2006 season, on a program apparently does not translate into ticket sales, perhaps because they are not as well known to the general public.
However, the model suggests that audiences do not respond more negatively to the inclusion of a Contemporary work on the program, than to the inclusion of less-known pieces from the Pre-Romantic or Romantic periods. The reason for this is unclear, but there are several possibilities. Contemporary works can allow for additional marketing possibilities (e.g., the composer is local, the work is about a popular contemporary figure, etc.). Furthermore, recent trends in orchestral composition favor the incorporation of elements from rock and popular music, making contemporary music increasingly accessible to a broader public. And occasionally, film composers -the most famous of contemporary composers -are included on concert programs. Howard Shore's Lord of the Rings Symphony, for example, was a great financial success in Des Moines and Spokane. On average, audiences also seem to prefer the resident conductor over a Guest Conductor. The number of "star" conductors seems to be low when compared to the number of star soloists; guest conductors are perhaps less well-known to audiences and may be harder to market than the local personality.
The latent factor coefficients (second and third columns of estimates in Table 4 ), when combined with the factor scores for each orchestra, determine how the preferences of the audience of each orchestra depart from the averages discussed above, while also accounting for systematic differences in single-ticket occupancy across audiences/markets via the intercept. Even though the factor coefficient and respective factor scores were obtained in a very different way (they were obtained as the principal components of the unobservable multivariate distribution of regression coefficients) than standard factor analysis (which is performed directly on observed variables), these estimates are interpreted in a similar way. These factor coefficients are more meaningful when displayed in a vector map, which is shown in Fig. 1 , and can be interpreted as factor loadings for the respective regression coefficients. In this map, program features are represented as vector termini pointing to the orchestra positions (defined by the orchestra factor scores) that respond better than average to these program features. For example, the darker vector pointing to intercept indicates that orchestras positioned Considering that the preference heterogeneity map in Fig. 1 shows the locations where audiences are more/less responsive than average to program features, it would be useful to know where each of the 47 audiences is located in this same map. The locations of the 47 audiences in the same preference heterogeneity map are shown in Fig. 2. Combining Figs. 1 and 2 we can now see that orchestras positioned in the far right tend to occupy their venues with single-ticket sales at a higher rate than other orchestras, while those on the far left have lower than average occupancy with single-ticket sales, again due to many unobservable factors (the remaining seats may be either empty or occupied by season subscribers; we do not have data to identify them). Nearly all of the orchestras from large metropolitan areas are located in the right half of Fig. 2 ; it is reasonable to assume that orchestras in large markets might be better able to fill their venues with single tickets as opposed to season tickets or unsold seats. Furthermore, several of the orchestras shown in the left part of the graph are based in smaller cities but have very large venues and are not likely to fill closer to capacity with single-ticket sales only.
Figs. 1 and 2 suggest that audiences in the top right quadrant of Fig. 2 respond more favorably to Prokofiev, Star Soloist, Most Pop Piece, Other Pop Piece, Beethoven (other than popular), and also buy more single tickets relative to the total capacity of the venue because they are located farther away from the origin along the direction indicated by the intercept vector in Fig. 1 . With the possible exception of Prokofiev, these variables represent program features that are more marketable (e.g., "non-popular" Beethoven, which actually has a negative intercept). Orchestras in the top right quadrant may have a more effective non-subscriber marketing strategy or an advantage due to market size. However, several larger orchestras with high single-ticket ratios apparently respond comparatively less favorably to popular program features. These orchestras seen in the lower right quadrant of Fig. 2 . One potential explanation for this might be that star soloists and popular classical music offerings are less unique for large markets. The true reason for these correlations with the random intercepts is unknown because these intercepts capture all unobservable factors affecting the general level of single-ticket sales (across events) for each orchestra.
The audience factor scores shown in Fig. 2 , combined with the coefficients shown in Fig. 1 , provide some insights into the program features that are more likely to produce higher single-ticket sales for each particular audience. For example, CHT and NYP have the largest scores on Factor 1 and therefore are further along in the intercept direction (see Fig. 1 ), which means that these markets tend to occupy their venues with a higher than average proportion of single tickets. These two orchestras also have some of the lowest scores in Factor 2, suggesting that their audiences respond better than average to Brahms, Turn of Century, and Pre-Romantic, but worse than average to star soloists and popular works. This could mean that the single-ticket audiences for these orchestras are more devoted or knowledgeable about classical music, or that the marketing for "popular" concerts is less aggressive than it would be in other cities. In contrast, DET and PIT also occupy more of their venues (relative to the average orchestra) with single-ticket buyers (positive scores on Factor 1), but they are located further in the vector directions for Prokofiev, Beethoven and Star Soloist (see Fig. 1 ), suggesting that their audiences respond better than average to these program features. As discussed previously, one must also consider that program features may interact with each other, so that the total impact of a program can be higher or lower than the sum of the individual effects, depending on whether the interactions are positive or negative. The 171 (=19× 18/2) pairwise interactions among the 19 program features are parsimoniously captured by the 37 coordinates in a 2-dimensional space, shown in the last two columns of Table 4 . As with the factor coefficients, these coordinates are more meaningful when displayed in a map in which each program feature is represented by a vector. This interaction map is displayed in Fig. 3 .
The interaction map in Fig. 3 summarizes the pattern of interactions among the program features, so that features pointing in the same direction interact positively, while those pointing in opposite directions interact negatively. For example, features such as Turn of Century and Price have short vectors in Fig. 3 , and therefore do not interact with other features. On the other hand, the interaction map shows Star Soloist pointing in the opposite direction to Most Pop Piece, indicating a negative interaction, while Freq Soloist interacts positively with Star Soloist because their vectors point in the same direction.
The interactions implied by the interaction map in Fig. 3 are reported in Table 6 , where one can see a few statistically significant interactions. For example, Table 6 confirms the negative interaction between Star Soloist and Most Popular piece, suggesting that people who are attracted to a concert by a star soloist may tend to be the same who would be attracted by the most popular pieces. On average both features produce more single-ticket sales, but the inclusion of both features on the same program does not result in an additive effect. The same is true of the features Choral and Star Soloist. It is possible that choristers' friends and family tend to purchase single tickets, but it may be true that they are also attracted to the concert hall when a wellknown star soloist is also on the program. Combining these two program features produces an overall effect that is less than the sum of the two individual effects because the audience attracted to the concert hall by Choral overlaps with the audience attracted by Star Soloist.
On the other hand, the positive interaction between Star Soloist and Freq Soloist suggests that featuring a star soloist who has also been frequently featured in past concerts produces a better result.
In other words, this positive interaction suggests that for soloists, familiarity leads to audience loyalty. It is also interesting to note that the slightly negative average effects of Romantic music, Late Romantic music, and the neutral average effect of the music of Brahms on a program (see Table 3 ) show a positive interaction when these repertoires are combined (Fig. 3 and Table 6 ), suggesting that while each of these items have a neutral or negative average effect, combining them tends to improve the overall attractiveness of the program.
Predictive validity tests
Even though the main goal in developing the proposed model was to obtain a better understanding of audience preferences for concert features, we test for the predictive validity of the proposed model and verify the consequences of over-specification. We apply the parameter estimates obtained from the calibration sample to predict logoccupancy for the last five concerts for each of the 47 orchestras that were withheld from the dataset. Obviously, there are many factors affecting ticket sales for a concert (beyond the program features and scheduling information included in our model), such as competing entertainment options at the same time in the same market, weather conditions at the time of the event, and marketing efforts to promote the season series. Therefore, the predictive performance of this model should be viewed with its main purpose of uncovering preferences for concert features in mind rather than for producing accurate ticket sales forecasts. Despite these caveats, the predictive fit results we discuss next are quite reasonable and strongly support the predictive validity of our proposed framework. Moreover, they show considerable improvement with our proposed framework relative to simpler models that ignore the various aspects captured by our model.
The fit statistics shown in Table 7 confirm that accounting for heterogeneity across audiences has a considerable effect on model performance. Overall, the best predictive performance is obtained with two factors accounting for preference heterogeneity across audiences and one dimension uncovering the interactions among program features. As one would expect, there is some degradation in fit between model calibration and holdout forecasts. However, the performance in both samples is reasonably close, suggesting stability in the model specification.
Implementation for a non-sampled orchestra
The discussion above focused on the insights the model provides regarding the average appeal of a particular concert program, and on deviations in preferences around this average for the 47 orchestras in our sample. However, the results from our proposed model can also be utilized for an orchestra not included in that sample. Without any prior information regarding how her audience might depart from the average, the marketing director for this orchestra can use the average estimates, reported under "intercept" and "feature interactions" in Table 4 , which provide insights into how a "typical" or average audience would respond to the program being considered, as shown in Eq. (4).
On the other hand, if the marketing director believes there are some similarities between her audience and some of the 47 orchestras portrayed in Fig. 3 , she could use this information to guess the likely factor scores for her audience using the scores (map positions) for the audiences in Fig. 3 she believes are similar to her own. This "guesstimate" of the scores for her audience would produce estimates of a program's appeal that are more customized to her particular audience (utilizing Eq. (5)) than the average appeal from Eq. (4). As single-ticket sales data become available for her orchestra, the marketing director can obtain data-driven estimates of the factor scores for her audience following the calculations we describe for the E-step right after Eq. (3).
As an illustration, we consider an anonymous orchestra for which we have data on 15 concerts, not included in our calibration sample. First, we produce forecasts based on the preferences of the typical audience. Then, we attempt to customize the forecasts based on our own subjective (admittedly naïve) assessment of the similarities between this orchestra and the ones in our calibration sample. Finally, we use ticket sales data from the first 3, 6 and 9 concerts to obtain factor scores for this new orchestra, which we then use to produce forecasts for the remaining periods. Table 8 and Fig. 4 compare the forecasting performance obtained with the proposed model under these different conditions. From this figure and table one can see that the forecasting performance is substantially improved as sales data become available to compute the audience's latent scores, which show how this audience departs from the average across all orchestras in the calibration sample. Once the scores for the new orchestra are better estimated, the forecasting performance of the model stabilizes at a much lower prediction error than the a priori forecasts.
Conclusions and final discussion
The forecasting model developed and tested in this study illustrates how an organization that produces events by combining interacting features can learn about its audience's preferences and, in this process, predict ticket sales with greater accuracy. Non-profit performing arts organizations in particular can benefit from our approach by minimizing risk associated with scheduling performers, determining the content and context of these performances, commissioning contemporary pieces, and recruiting guest artists while meeting organizational goals. Following our proposed framework, a similar model could be developed for independent theater companies, dance companies, or opera companies, that would produce insights into their audience's tastes, while Table 6 Pairwise program-feature interactions implied by the proposed model. accounting for interactions among program features and for preference heterogeneity across markets. Using a non-repertoire-specific set of variables, the model could be useful for venues that mix genres and performance types, such as civic centers or community performance spaces. And, with a modified dependent variable, exhibition spaces and museums could employ a version of our model as well. Because it accounts for interactions among program features, our proposed framework allows the organization to anticipate the potential synergies produced by combining certain features or the potential cannibalization of audience resulting from adding a certain feature to a program. For example, a contemporary art museum might want to know the ideal balance of artists to display. Should the museum purchase a second Damien Hirst or add the first Ai Wei Wei to its collection? Understanding these interactions across other contemporary museums would help in this type of decision. Because it allows for heterogeneity in preferences across markets via a factor-regression randomcoefficients formulation, our framework allows each organization to "borrow" information from similar organizations, leading to more robust insights about the organization's own audience and a more reliable assessment of the interactions among program features. A successful performance season at a performing arts center in Dallas might differ dramatically from a successful mix of offerings at a performing arts center in Boston. Specifically, this study provides insights that could be useful to an orchestra's music and marketing directors about general audience preferences for concert features. Although some of the program features in the study were, as expected, positively or negatively correlated with single-ticket occupancy (see Table 4 ), a few surprising general conclusions about orchestra single-ticket sales may be drawn from the data:
• the inclusion of a soloist with frequent engagements does not typically result in higher occupancy, • the inclusion of a guest conductor on the program has a significant negative impact on occupancy, • less popular works by famous composers such as Beethoven, Brahms, and Tchaikovsky do not necessarily translate into higher attendance, • less popular works from before the turn-of-the-century have a stronger negative effect on occupancy than less popular works from after the turn-of-the-century, and perhaps most surprisingly, • contemporary music is the only category of less popular works that does not have a significant negative effect on single-ticket occupancy.
The more predictable results of the model include the positive effects of choral music and popular and famous works and soloists on occupancy, the low occupancy rate that typically occurs at the beginning of a season (September-October), the popularity of Saturday evening, and the lower occupancy that occurs on weeknights.
The interaction effects shown in Fig. 3 are also informative for marketing and music directors. The interaction effects of chief interest are:
• the positive interaction between choral works and the most popular pieces, implying that the joint effect of including a choral work and a "most popular" piece on the same program is greater than the sum of their individual effects; • the negative interaction between works featuring a star/frequent soloist and popular or choral works, implying that the joint effect of including a star/frequent soloist on the same program as a popular or choral work is less than the sum of their effects; and • the positive interactions between many of the characteristics of the orchestra's less popular core repertoire (Pre-Romantic, Romantic, Late Romantic, Brahms, Strauss, Beethoven), suggesting that the combination of these types of works is more effective than the inclusion of a single work of this type on a program.
Our empirical results suggest several programming strategies for music directors who are concerned with maintaining steady singleticket sales. The interaction effects observed in our model imply that occasional concertgoers are more likely to attend a program that has both a choral work and a very popular piece than a program that has only one or the other. The pairing of works in these categories may result in an overall increase in single-ticket sales. Furthermore, concertgoers who are inclined to attend a program featuring a star (or frequent) soloist are often the same concertgoers who are inclined to attend a program featuring a choral or popular work. Including a star soloist on a program that already includes a choral work or a popular work will not significantly increase single-ticket sales. Finally, combining less popular works (from 1750 to 1950) together on the same concert may (counter-intuitively) be the best way to maximize single-ticket sales for programs of this type. Such a program would, however, tend to sell fewer tickets than a program with a popular work included.
The average effects have additional implications for the businessminded marketing director. For example, single-ticket buyers seem to not be interested in attending performances that feature a guest conductor. It would be wiser, perhaps, to emphasize the resident conductor's role as a figure in the community and increase sales by marketing him or her as a personality. This approach has achieved success in some markets (Ankeny and Neeme, 2005) . Additionally, the inclusion of a featured soloist on a program does not necessarily translate into higher single- 'Subjective prior' represents predictions using a subjective prior based on perceived similarity.
'After x concerts' represents predictions after updating the model parameters using available data.
ticket sales, even if that soloist has numerous engagements with other orchestras. Only star soloists (i.e., chart-topping recording artists) are likely to draw additional single-ticket buyers. Finally, single-ticket buyers seem to be less interested in works from before 1900 -even those considered to be standard repertoire -unless the work can be considered a "popular" piece. Related to this phenomenon is the non-negative effect of contemporary compositions on single-ticket sales. If marketed in the right way, contemporary music has the potential to draw larger audiences of single-ticket buyers than Romantic Era music. Just as singleticket buyers seem to prefer and identify with their local conductor, they may more easily identify with composers of today (especially local composers) than with composers of two hundred years ago. It is clear from Fig. 2 , however, that significant variation in preference exists across markets. This figure, combined with Fig. 1 provides direct insights into how each audience differs from the sample average, helping the music director to tailor a concert program to the specific tastes of her audience. Most importantly, as we demonstrated in our empirical illustration, managers from any orchestra included in our sample can obtain parameter estimates that reflect the tastes of their specific audience. Additionally, as demonstrated in the empirical illustration, managers from orchestras not included in our sample may utilize the model by locating their audience in Fig. 2 based on their similarity to other audiences or by gathering historical data on concert features and ticket sales for their own orchestra.
In this study, we focused on single-ticket sales because they are more likely to depend on the features of each concert, as evidenced by the fact that most participating orchestras were unable to provide subscription data at the concert level. It should be noted that this is a limitation of the data available to us rather than of the proposed model. In fact, our random-coefficients formulation attempts to minimize the biasing effect of these unobservable season tickets by incorporating a random component capturing unobservable orchestra-level effects. Future applications could extend our proposed forecasting framework to include season ticket sales, which would have to be broken down to the event level so they can be directly related to program features.
Because we did not have data on subscription sales for each event, we also ignored the possibility that some events might have been sold-out of single tickets, something that has usually been overlooked in the performing-arts literature, with the notable exception of Putler and Lele (2003) . Our sources in the industry indicate that sold-out regular-season concerts are uncommon. However, as data on all ticket sales become available for each event, a truncated extension of our proposed framework will be necessary to account for this truncation in ticket sales due to venue capacity constraints.
As noted previously, our effort focused on how audiences respond to program features, assuming these features as exogenous variables and ignoring the possibility that music/program directors have already developed an intuition about their audiences' preferences and behaviors, using this intuition to design and schedule programs to maximize utilization of their venues. Therefore, program features could be endogenous to a supply-demand system, rather than exogenous as we assumed in our demand model. The real problem is much more complex than what one would expect in theory because music/program directors must operate under many external constraints. Of course, to engage a highly coveted soloist or guest conductor, scheduling adjustments may be necessary. More importantly, most orchestras do not own their own venues, and they must first construct the season's schedule subject to the availability of the hall. Additionally, the music director must be available for most or all of the concerts. If the orchestra has a Pops series, the regular season Classical subscription series must be scheduled so as not to conflict with the Pops series. The availability of the Pops conductor and performers would then need to be taken into account as well.
The availability of the orchestra's players is also crucial, and this varies from orchestra to orchestra because larger orchestras have salaried players who are expected to attend all rehearsals and performances, whereas smaller and mid-size orchestras have players under contract for a certain number of weeks or services. This means that for most orchestras, the addition of an extra service in a given week can be prohibitively expensive, or requires the elimination of a service elsewhere in the season's schedule. Furthermore, in many smaller and mid-size markets orchestral players perform and rehearse with other orchestras in nearby cities (e.g., Portland, ME and Providence, RI), so schedules are sometimes constructed to allow the musicians additional performance opportunities. In Portland, for example, there is a long tradition of Tuesday night concerts because that is when players happen to be available.
Unfortunately, we could not find any historical register of the context in which programming and scheduling decisions were made by the 47 orchestra directors (with as many as 619 concerts each). A retrospective re-construction of this record would be impractical and fraught with errors and inconsistencies. Therefore, modeling programming/ scheduling decisions and audience response simultaneously was not feasible with the available data. Nevertheless, a more comprehensive Capacity occupied with single-ticket buyers (%)
Concerts
Actual No Prior Subjective prior
After 3 concerts After 6 concerts After 9 concerts equilibrium model that would simultaneously account for the demand and supply decisions made by all audiences and all planners would be a logical next step, as more comprehensive data are gathered from the supply side. We leave this as an opportunity for future research. Finally, although our focus in this study was on the performing arts and symphony orchestras in particular, the main features of our proposed framework can be potentially useful in many other marketing contexts in which managers must assemble multiple, potentially interacting attributes to attract customers who may respond differently to these attributes in different markets. Our framework allows the manager to uncover the diversity in "tastes" for product/service features across markets while accounting for potential synergy and cannibalization among these features. We hope the framework will also prove useful and insightful for marketers offering different bundles of features in multiple markets (e.g., fast-food chains, grocery retailers and hotel chains).
